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Introduction

A major theme in the literature regarding women in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields concerns the construction of STEM as a masculine dogma. Past research suggests that women’s previous exclusion and persistent under-representation is rooted in the construction of science as rational, objective, neutral and in opposition to traditional notions of femininity or alternative modes of masculinities\(^1,7,12,13\). Being included, as man or woman, in the object that we are trying to comprehend, we have embodied the historical structures of the masculine order in the form of unconscious schemes of perception and appreciation. When we try to understand masculine domination we are therefore likely to resort to modes of thought that are the product of domination\(^2\). Nowadays, the studies about the under-representation of women explore the idea of individual and institutional barriers women face by focusing on their direct experiences, however this paper will center the attention to the boundaries from engineering faculty members. Further, it suggests ways that the idea of boundaries can help analyze the content and ideas that define engineering these days, and investigate whether the conceptual borders of engineering itself could be considered as having gender-based distinctions. This research provides a different perception of how boundaries can be interpreted in engineering, how engineering faculty members in Mexico engage in these boundaries, which will help us understand the socially-influenced choices that determine who can be engineers and what engineering is.

Pawley\(^11\) mentions that in the United States most of the programs designed to address women’s persistent under-representation in STEM disciplines employ “pipeline” or “chilly climate” metaphors, or a combination of the two. Programs that employ this model attempt to “increase the flow” of those under-represented populations into the inlet by increasing access to scientific and technical programs, and plugging the aforementioned leaks. Chilly climate-based models suggest that a “chilly environment” that discourages people already under environmental stress causes the leaks. In other words, Pawley assures that these programs, which help to stem these leaks, provide metaphorical “sweaters” - “survival tools” for under-represented populations to better withstand the chilly environment - or train their white male peers on how to increase the “thermostat” by implementing, for example, parent-friendly tenure procedures, gender-neutral hiring protocols, or the much-maligned idea of “sensitivity training”\(^11\).

In Mexico, over the past three decades, have been produced a series of social transformations that relate, among other factors, with the increase of women into the workforce and education. These facts have been overturned or at least questioned, in many social sectors, the tasks between men and women. Most of the research work in Mexico related to the under-representation of women in the engineering field, has been done through the analysis of the historical factor of the development of education, the patriarchal structure of the first programs opened to women, and the cultural believes of the nature of women’s work. Nevertheless, Mexican public universities have done an effort to create specific strategies to incorporate more female students and professors to the universities\(^4,6,8\).
According to the French sociologist, Pierre Bourdieu, schools [individuals] value and reward the cultural capital of the dominant culture and devalue that of students from subordinate cultures, this means that students and professors bring with them to school some inculcated dispositions that are of vital importance in their interactions with each other. Therefore, “the contribution made by the educational system to the reproduction of the structure of power relationships and symbolic relationships between classes, by contributing the reproduction of the distribution of cultural capital among these classes” is essential in understanding the role of education in buttressing divisions within classes.

While these explanations have helped to assemble conceptual components, they leave some concepts without an answer: how we define “engineering” and how we use “gender” as a category to understand women’s underrepresentation in engineering. In order to give an answer to these concepts we utilize the construct of “boundary-work”, which describes an ideological style found in scientists’ attempts to create a public image for science by contrasting it favorably to non-scientific intellectual or technical activities. Alternative sets of characteristics available for ideological attribution to science reflect ambivalences or strains within the institution: science can be made to look empirical or theoretical, pure or applied. However, selection of one or another description depends on which characteristics best achieve the demarcation in a way that justifies scientists’ claims to authority or resources. Thus, “science” is no single thing: its boundaries are drawn and redrawn in inflexible, historically changing and sometimes ambiguous ways. A boundary is not a physical thing in this context, but an idea that researchers can use as a tool to understand people’s experiences. It is not a defined “line” but, rather, is located along the margin of a clump of accepted practices; this edge may be determined differently by different people.

As we mentioned before, Bourdieu and more recently sociologists of science have argued that the historical boundaries of education (engineering education) incorporate a group of accepted practices defined by socially influenced notions of “men’s work” and “women’s work.” If we want to understand women’s underrepresentation in engineering in our country, it is necessary to explore new dimensions, which give us the true reality of what happens inside the engineering culture in Mexican universities, that is the reason to consider where academic engineering’s boundaries are today by asking us how do modern engineering faculty members understand, influence, reproduce, or resist engineering’s historically gendered boundaries? This paper describes results from an interview-based study of both men and women engineering faculty members at a small, private, and research-oriented university in Mexico, focusing on how faculty implicitly or explicitly describe the boundaries of engineering, and how their descriptions reproduce or resist historically-influenced ideas about women’s and men’s work.

**Difficulties and potential uses of the category of gender as an analytical unit**

American feminism prompted the use of the category of gender in the 1970’s with the intention to differentiate social and cultural constructions of the biological facts. In addition, to the scientific goal of understanding social reality, with the sole intent to point out that human characteristics considered “feminine” were acquired by women through a complex individual and social process, rather than derived “naturally” from their own sex. The concept of gender inside engineering education has tended to presume that the correct scale to use, measure, and
record “gender” is one of the a dichotomous categories “male” and “female.” It is undeniable that there are biological differences between people defined or identifying as males or females, however, it is necessary to recognize that such “differences” have been built and repeated collectively by the society throughout its particular history and culture.

Pawley\textsuperscript{11} says that the definition given above, help us to assert the belief that ideas and objects, as well as people, can have gender based distinctions, “gendered”, in cases where the impact of such ideas, objects or processes are differentially experienced by people of different genders. For example, a hairbrush may be considered “gendered male” through its design, packaging, and marketing in order for it to be used disproportionately by men. A job may be “gendered female” through its design, resource allocation, and requirements for success in order for disproportionately more women to succeed in it than men. However, gendering need not be intentional to have an important impact. The data of this paper will use gender as a category of analysis based on symbols that construct gender, social rules, which make use of these symbols, and power relations that are constructed from such social rules\textsuperscript{11}.

\textbf{Methodology}

Two research questions investigated in this qualitative study are:

1. Can a boundary metaphor aid in understanding engineering faculty members’ explicit or implicit descriptions of engineering or their discipline within engineering?
2. How do faculty members’ descriptions interact with historically and socially influenced ideas about women’s and men’s work?

Ten engineering faculty members were interviewed from a small Mexican private institution of higher learning committed to first-class teaching, public service, research and learning in a wide range of academic disciplines including business administration, the physical and social sciences, engineering, humanities, and the arts. These faculty members were selected from a pool of potential participants using maximum variation (including disciplines, faculty ranks, administrative roles, and gender). Of the selected and invited faculty, none refused to participate. Interviews were semi-structured and lasted on average 90 minutes each.

The pilot-tested interviews were semi-structured and usually were conducted over two periods of 45 minutes each, although the total time varied from 90 to 100 minutes. Questions having to do with defining engineering, identity, and research were included in the first interview, while questions having to do with teaching, service and gendered disciplines were asked in the second.

Following Pawley\textsuperscript{11} interviews were transcribed and first coded with broad codes associated with the study’s research questions, namely “engineering identity,” “defining engineering,” “pressure agents,” “boundaries,” and “gender.” For this paper, text that was coded as “boundaries” was reanalyzed with a set of finer-grained codes that emerged from the data. Examples from this subset of fine-grained codes will be presented in the following section.
Results and discussion

In general, male participants expressed more opinions on engineering identity, defining engineering and pressure agents, while female participants extended their views on engineering identity, gender, and boundaries.

Boundary language

We analyzed faculty members’ interview responses for language associated with “boundary” metaphors that yield a rich lexicon of terms related to the complicated characterization and categorization of ideas and values associated with engineering\textsuperscript{11,14}.

Some of the faculty members’ language explicitly expresses the idea of boundaries: Two full time laboratory professors described they felt that their work was undervalued because their classes are not theoretical on their idea of boundaries within the school of engineering:

“Here is a very strong tendency to consider lab classes as a lower degree or not as important as the theory ones, being a professor of laboratory does not mean we do not have the capacity to lecture a theory class, but we believe that we are not given the same opportunity that is given to the theory teachers. Deans do not believe in us because they think that our classes are simple workshops, they do not see the importance of laboratory experiences in the development of students.”

Another example is from a full professor describing the boundary of having students from different economical and educational status:

“Having a group in which the level of academic preparation is very different, makes students to face problems such as not having the necessary knowledge and skills in math, language, working with tools or machinery, or just knowing the characteristic lingo of this engineering discipline. I have had students that decided to switch careers, because they think that engineering is not for them, while in other cases their parents forced them to study engineering when in fact they had wanted to be designers or lawyers”

This faculty member talks about the difficulty of some students to work or interact with some other disciplines inside and/or outside the engineering school:

“The majority of the faculty of the engineering school is specialized in a specific discipline, so some students have difficulties working together with students from another discipline, for example last semester I taught a class in which I had the opportunity to work with three different disciplines of engineering, at the beginning of the class the teams and participations in class was divided into their areas of expertise, however I explained the whole class that they didn’t have to have this o that knowledge, so they could stay. I remember that one of the students complained that her team was excluding her in the development of the class projects because she was studying industrial engineering... they set a meeting time and suddenly it was changed without notice, etc.”
Three of the ten teachers interviewed perceived that most teachers, who teach theory classes, underestimate the laboratory area, considering that what is taught in the laboratory is less important than the theoretical base. Eight out of ten teachers feel that some of their new students are often discouraged or even leave the degree, arguing lack of language skills and the prior knowledge necessary to stay in that particular engineering discipline.

Everyone of the professors, during their student’s days, did not identify any language barrier between their teachers and them, however, female professors identified during this period that they had to adapt to the modus operandi of their male classmates, nevertheless, they clarified that they were not verbally or nonverbally disrespectful to them. A teacher mentioned that the communication within the classroom between male and female students is very different; she explained that due to the cultural influence, men are more exposed to the engineering issues since childhood, while Mexican culture alienates women from areas related to construction, mechanics, motors, and even mathematics. It is for this reason that this teacher pays more attention to their female students, especially during their first semester to better understand the language and the environment of engineering.

These interventions suggest that Mexican faculty already think of both their specific discipline and the broader notion of “engineering” in terms that can be understood through a boundary metaphor. In the next section, we explore through their personal experiences (as an engineering student and as a professor) how their academic practice helps to define, recognize, resist, or reproduce engineering’s perceived boundaries.

**Boundary work**

Gieryn⁹, defined boundary-work as the “attribution of selected characteristics to an institution (i.e., to its practitioners, methods, stock of knowledge, values, and work organization) for purposes of constructing a social boundary that distinguishes some intellectual activities as outside that boundary.

Faculty members expressed a clear idea about the types of intellectual and collaborative “work” done within their own department in order to contribute to the goals or expansion of their “disciplinary space”. A full professor described the strategic planning that his department had engaged, and used in a first year class that works at the same time theory, modeling and laboratory experiences by means of specific design projects:

“At the beginning it was difficult to believe that students from six different engineering majors would work together, and especially if the class was given by three different professors with diverse backgrounds, fortunately the experience taught us the importance of working as a multidisciplinary team not only at the students level, but also at our level.”

Another professor, told us how important was for him to establish a boundary between the administration and the academy:

“I remember when I was called by the administration to say that a particular company was interested in donate laboratory equipment, they were ready for me to sign and accept the
material that the company was sending. However, the school of engineering was trying to give each of our students the best preparation, so by having two or three engines, or a full car body was not going to help my department, so proposed them if as a faculty we could work on a list of things that truly will impact our educational program."

A final example of boundary work is evident in one full professor’s description of some work he has been doing:

"Years ago, I used to take some of my student to the USA, in order to expose them to the real work [experimental work] of the industry, but due to the economical situation of the country and of course of the institution, I decided to find new ways to show my students the importance of combining the theoretical and the experimental components. When I enter the university we didn’t had the laboratories we have now, for each theory class we have its own lab. I really want my students to have their hands on all the time, we are engineers and we have to solve problems, so this shouldn’t change."

In general, interviewed teachers agreed that students’ difficulties working with other engineers are only at the beginning of the program. Teachers report that these barriers are more common in schools that tend to mix different areas of expertise. Also, the teachers agreed there is a very collaborative environment among colleagues and engineering disciplines. However, eight out of ten teachers said that there is a lack of coordination between the academic and administrative areas, specifically because there is no deep knowledge about the real needs of students and their curricula. Seven out of ten teachers recognized that for the ideal development for students of engineering, we need more and better partnerships with different sectors of industry in order for engineering students to develop and implement what they learned in the classroom, resulting in better-qualified engineers.

On the other hand, five teachers reported that since their time as students, teaching methods and practices have changed dramatically, during that time most of their teachers used to work in industry and taught at the university, so that the contact between student-professors outside the classroom was almost nonexistent. Nowadays, the teacher-student relationship is cordial, friendly and casual. They also mentioned that the actual generation compared to theirs has more access to laboratories and practices.

This section described the ideas of boundary language and work and provided some illustrative quotes from faculty members. The next section argues that the boundary metaphor can be used to make visible the gendered character of engineering.

Looking for the differences and stereotypical gender roles in engineering

The second research question for this paper focuses on how engineering faculty members’ descriptions of engineering can be understood through gender analysis. The conceptual tool of a boundary can aid in this exploration as the idea of a boundary denotes zones of inclusion and exclusion, and the consideration of a “boundary” in analyzing the profession of engineering makes one to look for what areas are included as well as from those that are excluded"
This section includes some thoughts on engineering’s historical development, and the “problems” engineers have tended to focus on, both of which are structured by dichotomies of “women or men” work. As an example of the impact of history on engineering’s disciplinary boundaries in Mexico, a full professor expressed:

“One of the reasons why women do not study engineering is historical, when the engineering education began in Mexico, women didn’t even had the right to education, and the first engineering program was Mining a work that wasn’t suitable to women, culturally we were not prepared to see women outside their houses, but the economical situation has forced then to openly seek for jobs that were mainly for us.”

Another two professors mentioned that one of the boundaries for women to study mechanical engineering is the misconception of the field:

“Not everything about mechanical engineering is oil, dirt and cars, it seems that we are confused with car mechanics, our field I believe, is much more broader than women think.”

On the same tone, other professor mentioned:

“A few days ago, a girl student told me that she was very worried about her skills because she felt that she didn’t have the capacity of her male classmates. I told her that is not about strength, or ability with hands but it’s about persistence and approaching teachers to ask and solve her doubts, Mechanical engineering can give you the opportunity to work in different fields, is not just about cars.”

In a different example, a full professor argued that women who study engineering have to redefine their lives if they want to have family. This participant said:

“When I started working on the industry I never thought that I could change what I was doing at that time, especially because the payment was really good, but I had to step back and analyzed what kind of life I wanted for me, it is hard to find a good husband or have a child in the middle of nowhere, so I quit my job and after a time-off, here I am teaching an enjoying my life as women, I must accept that I sometimes miss a lot the field and the corresponding adrenaline.”

One hundred percent of the population of teachers interviewed agreed that there is no evidence that barriers exist within or outside the academy, everyone agrees that the low number of women in engineering programs is due to the culture of this country that encourages men to study degrees that are more related to mathematics, construction, electricity, etc., to think that thrive in very hostile to women. In addition it is much more practical to promote careers for women to enable them to raise a family without compromising their physical integrity.

It is certainly disturbing, that generations of young parents continue transferring specific stereotypes for men and/or women, if such stereotypes were changed from home, they would not exist inside or outside of our educational, social, political, industrial, etc., practices.
Final remarks

As we mentioned at the beginning, this paper utilizes the boundary metaphor as a tool to explain women’s underrepresentation in engineering. In this case we try to explain through this phenomena by analyzing the concepts of “gender” and “engineering”. Without a doubt the boundary metaphor has helped us to make visible the reflecting gender differences and gender roles of engineering while making explicit the language that engineers utilize, the type of work they perform, and the challenges they are facing.

Finally, we have to make an effort to become more aware of those non spoken images and actions that we transfer to our students, because it is clear that using those practices we tend to include or exclude, and reproduce the system; most of the time unconsciously.
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